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1. INTRODUCTION 
The O’Nan sporadic simple group O’N of order 460, 815, 505, 920 = 
29. 34. 5. 73. 11.19.3 1 has recently become the object of much study (see also 
[ 51 and [6]). In this paper we give a concise presentation of a group 
having the triple cover 3’O’N as a homomorphic image. This presentation 
illuminates the internal structure of O’N and in particular provides a proof 
that M,, is a subgroup. Along the way we give new informative presen- 
tations of M,, , Ml2 : 2, and J, . We also find a presentation for a group 
having 3’O’N:2 as an image, and from that we derive a presentation for a 
group of shape 12’L,(4):2. 
We use ATLAS notation (see [;?I) for group names. Thus: 
L,(4) is the simple group PSL3(F,); M,, and M,, are Mathieu groups; 
J, is the smallest sporadic group of Janko; D,, is the dihedral group of 
order 2n; n denotes the cyclic group of that order; p” denotes the elemen- 
tary abelian group of that order. A group (of shape) A. B is an arbitrary 
extension of A by B, A : B is a split extension, and A’B a non-split exten- 
sion. 
A presentation is given as a presentation for a Coxeter group, together 
with additional relations. The presentation for the Coxeter group is given 
in the usual way by a Coxeter graph. The vertices represent involutory 
generators; if two vertices A, B are unjoined then AB = BA, if they are 
joined by an unlabelled edge then (AB)3 = 1, and if joined by an edge with 
label n then (AB)” = 1. Our additional relations usually kill central 
elements of order 2 of finite subgroups of the Coxeter group preimage. The 
suggestion to consider presentations of this form came from Conway and 
Parker who discovered the elegant presentation for J1 given in 
Proposition 2.3. A presentation for a group G is always given with capital 
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letters representing enerators. We use the corresponding small letters for 
their images in a homomorphic image of G. We denote implied relations by 
enclosing them in square brackets. 
2. PRESENTATIONS FOR M,,, M,,:2, AND J, 
PROPOSITION 2.1. 
‘1 
5 4 l ,A=(CD)*,[1=(ABC)5])rS5, (1) 
B C D 
‘f 
5 
l , 1 =(ABC)S, [l =(BCD)5])EL*(ll), 
B <A zM,,. 1: 
A B C II’ 
A = (cE)*, [l = (ABC)5= (BCD)5]) 
Proof The following permutations on { 0, l,..., 9, X} satisfy the 
relations of (3): 
a = (05)(26)(49)(8X), 
b = (15)(26)(39)(78), 
c = (13)(28)(49)(6X), 
d= (26)(37)(4X)(89), 
e = (04)( 13)(26)(59). 
The containment of these permutations in Ml2 (and thence in M,,) can be 
checked on Conway’s MINIMOG (see [ 1 ] or [2]) using the “modulo 11” 
labelling given below: 
0 3 co 2 
59 8 X 
41 6 7 
It is then easily checked that (a,b,c,d,e)rM,,, (a,b,c,d)rL,(ll), 
and (a, b, c, e) E Sg. Thus the required groups are homomorphic images 
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of the groups presented in ( 1 ), (2) and (3). The results now follow by using 
coset enumeration. 
A tiny change to our M,, presentation gives a presentation for M,,:2. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. 
E 
4 A 4 / 
‘1 
5 zM,,:2. (4) B c D’ 
A=(CE)2, [1=(ABC)5=(BCD)5]) 
_ - 
Prooj The following permutations on {co, 0, l,..., X, Go, 0, l,..., x} 
generate 1I4,~:2 and satisfy the relations of (4): 
_ - -- _- -- __ -- 
a=(o01)(06)(27)(34)(58)(9X)(ooX)(O5)(12)(36)(49)(78), 
b=(000)(18)(24)(38)(56)(79)(oo~)(i8)(24)(3X)(56)(19), 
c= (co0)(16)(23)(47)(5X)(89)(oo~)(i~)(Z3)(47)(5X)(84), 
d= (007)(09)(12)(35)(48)(6X)(oo4)(~2)(i5)(5f)(68)(4W), 
e = (&)(07)( 14)(20)(31)(4G)(5i)(68)(75)(82)(96)(X3). 
The containment of these permutations in M,, (and thence in M,,:2) can 
be checked on the MOG (see [l] or [2]) using the labelling given below: 
cc co 7 0 8 X 
8 42932 
7 55oix 
4 19366 
(This MOG differs from Curtis’ original MOG [3] by a left-right reflec- 
tion.) The result now follows by enumerating (by computer) the 288 cosets 
of (A, B, C, D) in (A, B, C, D, E). 
PROPOSITION 2.3 (Conway and Parker). 
2 
5 5 . 
B C D E’ 
A = (CDE)5, 1 = (ABC)5, [l = (BCD)5]) rJ,. (5) 
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Proof. .I1 can be constructed by extending an A, in L,(ll) to 2 x A,. 
Thus there exist involutions a, b, c, d, e in J, such that a, b, c, d satisfy the 
relations of A, B, C, D, and a, b, c, e satisfy the relations of A, B, C, E. 
Thus, to show that J, is a homomorphic image of the group presented in 
(5) it s&ices to show that 1 = (de)’ and a = (cde)5. There is one class of 
3-elements in J1, and C,,(3)% 3 x D,,. Thus involutions d and e (cen- 
tralizing ab) are in a D,, and so de has order 5. From the Coxeter group 
relations satisfied by c, d, e, it follows that (c, d, e) is a quotient of 2 x A 5. 
Furthermore, since D,,,Q (c, d, e), we see that (c, d, e) g A, or 2 x A,. If 
(c, d, e) r 2 x A, then its central involution is (cde)‘. If (c, d, e) r A, then 
1 = (cde)‘; but then a coset enumeration would show that 
(a, b, c, d, e) 2 1, a contradiction. Now the centralizer of an involution in 
J, is 2 x A,, and (c, d, e) centralizes a; therefore a = (cde)5. The result now 
follows by enumerating the 266 cosets of (A, B, C, D) in (A, B, C, D, E). 
3. THE MAIN RESULTS 
We first prove a useful lemma. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let C be a Coxeter group with presentation 
(X , ,..., X, 1 1 = (X;Xj)k,, ki; = 1 ), 
and let c be an image of C, obtained by adjoining additional relations to the 
presentation of C (we denote the C-image of Xi by Xi). Suppose that the 
additional relations are of the form 1 = W(x, ,..., X,) ( W(X, ,..., X,,) a word 
in X , ,..., In), where W(X, ,..., X,) has order 2”. Let G be a group generated 
by involutions x,,..., x,, and suppose that Z is an odd order subgroup of the 
center of G. 
Then if G/Z is an image of c by a homomorphism taking x, to Zx,, then 
G is an image of c by a homomorphism taking zi to xi (i = l,..., n). 
Proof. We first show that the relations of C are satisfied by the 
involutions x1 ,..., x,. Suppose not. Then for some i, j, 1 = (XiXj)k”, but z = 
(x~x,)~~, 1 # z E Z. Then zX’ = z-l #z, which contradicts the fact that z is a 
central element of G. 
Now suppose that one of the additional relations, 1 = W(R, ,..., I,), is 
not satisfied. Then z = W(x ,,..., xn), where 1 # z E Z. But then an odd prime 
would divide the order of W(X, ,..., X,), a contradiction. 
481110812-3 
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THEOREM 3.2. 3 O’N is a homomorphic image of 
,.. (6) 
A B c D E’ 
A = (CT)*= (CDE)S, 1 = (DEF)S, [l=(ABC)5= (BCD)5]). 
Proof: We show that O’N is an image. It then follows from Lemma 3.1 
that 3. O’N is an image. 
In (6), A, B, C, D, E satisfy a presentation for J,. Now J, is a maximal 
subgroup of O’N (centralizing an outer involution), so we may assume 
there are involutions a, b, c, d, e in O’N satisfying the relations of A, B, C, 
D, E. From Wilson’s analysis of A,% in O’N (see 161) it follows that a 
2 x A, in a J, may be extended to a 2 x S, in O’N. Thus (a, b, c) extends 
to an S, commuting with e and so (as Aut(A,) z S,) there must exist an 
involution f in O’N having the required relations with a, b, c, e. 
In O’N there is one class of 3-elements, and C,.,(3) 2 3* x A,. Since all 
involutions in 3* x A, are in the A,, we see that d, e, f (centralizing ab) are 
in A,. Thus df has order n = 2, 3,4, or 5. If n = 2 then f centralizes 
(d, e) ED,,, but C,,(2) g D,. The order n = 3 is the desired result, and if 
n = 3 then (d, e, f) g A5 and so 1 = (def )‘. If n = 4 then a, b, c, d, f satisfy 
a presentation for M,,:2, but M,, is not a subgroup of O’N (the Sylow 3- 
subgroup of O’N is abelian, but the Sylow 3-subgroup of M,, is not). If 
n = 5 we replacefby f’ = ef which satisfies the same relations as f with a, b, 
c, e. By the preceding arguments 4” has order n’ = 3 or 5. If n’ = 5 then 
(d, e, f) is a quotient of 
(0 ’ ; 5 ;/ 1=(DEF)5)=L (say). E 
It is straightforward to show that L z L2( 1 1 ), and this contradicts the fact 
that (d, e, f) is a nontrivial subgroup of A,. Thus n’= 3, and the result 
follows. 
COROLLARY. M,,<o'N. 
Proof We have exhibited involutions a, b, c, d, fin O’N satisfying a 
presentation for M,, . 
This result has been used in Wilson’s enumeration [6] of the maximal 
subgroups of O’N. In fact, Wilson deduces that there are two classes of 
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(maximal) Mi , in O’N, and that these are interchanged by the outer 
automorphism. Note that we have used Wilson’s analysis of AS’s in O’N, 
which is independent of our results, and also independent of the represen- 
tation of 3’O’N discussed in [S]. 
Now let a, b, c, d, e, f be involutions in 3’O’N satisfying the relations of 
A, B, C, D, E, F in (6) and let g be an outer involution in 3’ O’N :2 cen- 
tralizing (a, b, c, d, e) g J,. We are interested in determining relations 
involving g. Since g is an automorphism of (a, b, c, d, e, f) fixing (a, b, c, 
d, e), the relations off g with u, 6, c, d, e must be equivalent to those off; 
in particular f g centralizes (a, 6, e). Now the centralizer of a noncentral 
3-element in 3’O’N is 3 x 3’A6 (see [4]). It follows that (d, e, f, f ") z 
3’A,. There is one class of involutions in 3’A, and the centralizer of an 
involution therein is 3 x D,. It follows that 1 = (ff g)4 and e = (ff g)2, which 
imply that 1 = (fg)8 and e = (fg)4. The central 3 in the 3’A6 and hence in 
the 3. O’N is (dff “)‘. We have thus proved the following: 
THEOREM 3.3. 3’O’N:2 is a homomorphic image of 
G 
8 
I 
(* .Jf:. 
A B C D E’ 
(7) 
A = (CO* = (CDE)‘, E= (F’G)4, 1 = [C, (Df’p)5], 
[ 1 = (ABC)’ = (BCD)5 = (DEF)‘] ). 
A coset enumeration (using space for 5000 cosets! ) shows that 
I(A,B,C,D,E,F,G):(A,B,C,D,E,F)I=2.Thisshowsthatif(6)isa 
presentation for 3’ O’N then (7) is a presentation for 3’O’N : 2. 
4. A PRESENTATION FOR 12’L,(4):2 
As a bonus we have the following: 
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PROPOSITION 4.1. 12’L,(4):2 (<3’O’N:2) is isomorphic to 
(CF)2= (CDE)‘, E= (FG)4, 1 = [C, (DFFc;)5], [l = (DEF)5]). 
The normal 12 = ((DFp)‘(CDEF)‘). The quotient group of shape L,(4):2 
is L,(4) extended by the duality automorphism which takes matrices to their 
transposed inverses. (This is the automorphism 23 in [2].) 
Proof: Let a, c, d, e, f, g be involutions in 3’O’N:2 satisfying the 
relations of A, C, D, E, F, G in (7). Then (c,d,e,f, g)<C,.,.,,,(a)r 
12’L,(4).22. By abelianizing the relations in (7) satisfied by c, d, e,fand the 
relation 1 = (dfR)3, we see that (c, d, e, f, f”) is perfect and hence a sub- 
group of 12’L,(4). Since (d, e, f, f”) r3’A, and any A, in L,(4) is 
maximal, we have that (c, d, e,f, f") E 12’L,(4). Now g extends 
(d, e, f, fg) to 3’PGL,(9) and g commutes with c. It follows that 
(c, d, e, f, g) E 12’L,(4):2. 
Let H be the group defined by (8). Coset enumerations how that (HI d 
12.1L,(4)1.2 and that ((CDEF)‘) is a normal subgroup of H of order4. 
The result follows. 
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